Announce ‘education for all’ as a fundamental right:

Seminar

Dhaka, Apr 26 (UNB) – Educators and researchers at a seminar on Friday stressed the need for announcing ‘education for all’ as a fundamental right to ensure education for all people.

They said ‘education for all’ should be a fundamental human right as education helps people enrich their lifestyle and livelihood and cut poverty.

Policy Research Centre Bangladesh (PRC bd) and the Royal Institute of Management jointly organised the seminar titled ‘Education for All’ at Chittagong auditorium in the city to hammer out weather Bangladesh is on track to achieve six goals of the Dakar Declaration.

Chaired by PRC bd chairman Prof Dr Ahsanuddin Ahmed, the seminar was addressed, among others, by executive chairman of Board of Investment Dr Syed Akhtar Samad, senior adviser to Institute of Education Development, BRAC University Dr Manzur Ahmed, Professor of Dhaka University Dr Amrul Islam and PRC bd vice-president Mofiz Ahmed.

The speakers said Bangladesh is on the right track to achieve five of the six goals set by the Dakar Declaration. The one goal that is ‘improving the quality of education’ is not on the right track to achieve by the said time, 2015.

They hoped that public-private joint efforts can help achieve all the goals.

While making a PowerPoint presentation at the seminar, senior research fellow of PRC bd Nurul Sultana said Bangladesh has achieved the goal of gender disparity through the ratio fluctuation is higher in the case of girls and forecasted to achieve retention rate by 2015.

About early childhood care and education, she said the government has recently introduced one year extra course with the primary level.

Link: http://www.unbconnect.com/component/news/task-show/id-111713
Pvt-public efforts can improve quality of edn

Discussion told

DU CORRESPONDENT

Analysts at a discussion yesterday stressed the need for coordination between public and private sectors to ensure quality education for all in the country by 2015.

Policy Research Centre Bangladesh (PRCBd), a civil society think tank, and the Royal Institute of Management (RIM), a newly founded higher educational institution, jointly organised the programme in the CIRDAP auditorium to find whether Bangladesh will be achieving one of the goals of the Dakar declaration, which is to improve the quality of education.

The speakers observed that Bangladesh was not on the track to achieving the goal by the stipulated year 2015, but it was doing fine towards reaching the five other goals.

The analysts expressed satisfaction at the literacy rate, which increased 6 percentage points in the last two years, but argued that there was merely any qualitative change. They also pointed out the exorbitant educational cost at the private institutions, which was limiting the access of poor students.

The declaration was adopted in Dakar, Senegal in 2000 whereby 193 parties from 197 countries across the globe agreed on the Dakar Framework for Action, which affirmed their commitments to achieving education for all by 2015.

They hoped that coordinated public-private efforts could help achieve all the goals of the Dakar declaration, which also includes expansion of early childhood care and education and providing free and compulsory primary education for all.

The roundtable was preceded by the launching of the Royal Institute of Management (RIM), which offers BBA and CSIE programmes. The RIM is located in the capital’s Mirpur 10.

Dr SA Samad, executive chairman of Bangladesh Board of Investment (BBI); Dr Manzoor Ahmed, a senior adviser at Brac University; and Prof Akbaruddin Ahmad, chairman of PRCbd, also spoke on the occasion.
EFA: Genuine education thru' bridging academic curriculum stressed

DU Correspondent

Speakers at a dialogue Friday stressed on imparting genuine world-class education through bridging the academic curriculum with the market needs to accomplish actual outcomes of schooling.

However, they think the country is on a right track in achieving six goals set by the World Education Forum (Dakar, 2000) held in Senegal, where 164 governments' representatives pledged to achieve Education for All (EFA) by 2015.

The speakers made the observation while speaking at a dialogue on "Education for All: Level of Progress and the Challenges in Achieving the EFA Goals" jointly organised by Policy Research Centre Bangladesh (PRC.bd), a platform by civil society think tank, and Royal Institute of Management (RIM) at the CIRDAP auditorium in the city Friday.

Executive Chairman of Board of Investment (BoI) Dr Syed Abdus Samad addressed the function as the chief guest.

PRC.bd Chairman Prof Dr Akbaruddin Ahmad, Senior Advisor of the Institute of Educational Development of BRAC University Dr Manzoor Ahmed, PRC.bd Vice President Afeef Ahmed and RIM Principal Prof Dr Sultan Ali addressed, among others, on the occasion.

PRC.bd Senior Fellow Prof Nusrat Sultana presented keynote paper highlighting the six goals.

The BoI chairman said that the relation between labour market and academia is very weak in Bangladesh, thus the professionals couldn't apply their acquired knowledge in practical life.

Dr Abdus Samad said that Public Private Partnership (PPP), which has already become familiar in the country, should be encouraged for the education sector to ensure education for all.

He was very critical of the people, who select their professionals considering political ideology.

"Employment must be merit-based to achieve durable progress", he added.
Real world teaching in schools stressed

Mohammad Zakaria

Speakers at a policy dialogue yesterday stressed the important of imparting real world education by bridging the academic curriculum with the market needs to provide truly valuable education.

They also think that the country is on the right track to achieve the six goals set by the World Education Forum (2000) in Dakar, Senegal, where representatives of 164 governments pledged to achieve “education for all” (EFA) and recognised six goals to be met by 2015.

The Policy Research Centre Bangladesh (PRC-BD) and the Royal Institute of Management organised the policy dialogue titled: “Education for all: level of progress and the challenges in achieving the EFA goal.” at the CIRDAP auditorium in the capital’s Tophkhana area.

During the programme, PRC-BD Senior Fellow Prof Nusrat Sultana presented the keynote paper highlighting the six goals, which are: expanding early childhood care and education; providing free, compulsory primary education for all; offering equitable access to learning and life skills programmes; increasing adult literacy by 50%; achieving gender parity by 2005 and gender equality by 2015; and improving all aspects of the quality of education.

Syed Abdus Samad, executive chairman of the Board of Investment (BOI), said: “The nexus between the labour market and academia is very weak in Bangladesh, thus professionals cannot apply their acquired knowledge in practical life.”

He said public-private partnership, already present in the country, should be encouraged in the education sector to ensure meeting EFA.

PRC-BD Chairman Prof Akbaruddin Ahmad, senior adviser of the Institute of Educational Development of Brac University Manzoor Ahmed and RIM Principal Prof Sultan Ali, among others, also addressed the event.
‘Ensure quality teaching at primary level’

STAFF REPORTER

BARISAL, APR 26: Participants of an advocacy meeting on Thursday night demanded standardization of primary education teaching quality.

They also demanded immediate steps for enactment of Right to Education Act and its proper implementation, develop a mid-term budget framework and allocate at least 20 percent of the national budget for education.

The programme was organized by Society for People’s Education, Empowerment and Development (SPEED) Trust in collaboration with Campaign for Popular Education (CAMPE) at Abdul Khaliek Auditorium of the city to observe Global Action Week (21-27 April 2013) with the call for ‘Every Child Needs A Teacher’.

The discussion was presided over by Prof. Moazemul Hossain, president, Camarat Citizen Committee, and addressed among others by Wahiduzzaman, additional deputy commissioner (education), Dr. Syed Habibur Rahman, right activist, Ibun Krishna Dett, child organizer and retired primary school headmaster, Begum Faizun Nahar, Girl Guides activist, Ismat Jahan, Nasima Attar, S.M. Sajidul Islam, SPEED Trust officials, representatives from different professional group and elites.

They recommended recruiting more teachers, especially the females to reduce Teacher-Student ratio up to 1:30 and provide quality trained teacher in all levels of education.

Assurance for higher standards of teacher education/training, paying particular attention to quality pre- and in-service training, induction and continuous professional development to meet the requirement needed to improve quality of primary education, they opined.

LAW ON EDUCATION
RIGHTS TO HELP STANDARISE PRY LEVEL TEACHING

Their recommendations also include appointment of trained and skilled teachers for technical and vocational education to accelerate human resource development. Recruitment of quality teacher for disadvantaged people, especially people from the rural and urban poor, people with disabilities, indigenous population, street children, children of sex workers, orphans, working children and other excluded groups as well as those living in emergency situations and marginalized communities, also addressed by them.

The discussants said every child has the right to education, and these rights start from birth. But thousands of children in the country under the age of five do not receive these rights, giving them less chance to achieve their potential and end the cycle of poverty.

They asked the national leaders to keep their promises and ensure early childhood care and quality education for every child - right from the start. The biggest thing we can do to give them their right.

Our mission should be to make sure that Nurses act now to deliver the right of everyone to a free, quality public education, they said.

They urged to strengthen the voice of civil society in the development of national education through quality resources, shared learning and organizing programmes and hold government to account to ensure “Education For All” is implemented in country with the greatest need.

The organizers said it was arranged under The Global Campaign for Education (GCE), one of the major civil society movements working to end the global education crisis in the 188 countries of world since 1990.
DHAKA: Dr S A Samad, executive chairman of Board of Investment (BOI), speaks at a discussion on “education for all” at the CIRDAP auditorium on Friday.
প্রতিক্ষিত শিক্ষক নিষ্ঠীতের

tারিফিদ বিশেষীতের

- অনুষ্ঠান প্রচারক

সমষ্টি শিক্ষক কর্তৃক ‘সর্বাধিক
শিক্ষা করার’ নামে একটি মুখ্য
স্থাপনা হওয়ার চেষ্টা করা হয়। শিক্ষক
ফলক করে তথ্য পাঠিয়া নিয়ে একাধিক
কার্যক্রম প্রণয়ন করা হয়েছে।

একাডেমিক অনুষ্ঠানের সময়, শিক্ষক
শিক্ষক শিল্পী শিল্পী শিল্পী প্রাক্তন
বাঙালি (নিউট) ও বাঙালি
আইনটি। মাদারসেলের
(আর্থিক) হতে আর্থিক সম্পদ
করা শিল্পী শিল্পী শিল্পী
নীতিকে করা হয়।

সেমিনার ২০০০ এর সময়ে মাদারসেলের
তথ্য একাডেমিক উপস্থতার
অনুষ্ঠানের মাধ্যমে প্রকাশ প্রদর্শন
করা হয় তথ্য নিবন্ধন নির্দেশনার নিয়ম।

শিল্পী সময় সময়ের মাধ্যমে
আইনটি। মাদারসেলের
(আর্থিক) হতে আর্থিক সম্পদ
করা শিল্পী শিল্পী শিল্পী
নীতিকে করা হয়।

সেমিনার ২০০০ এর সময়ে মাদারসেলের
তথ্য একাডেমিক উপস্থতার
অনুষ্ঠানের মাধ্যমে প্রকাশ প্রদর্শন
করা হয় তথ্য নিবন্ধন নির্দেশনার নিয়ম।

তথ্য নিবন্ধন নিবন্ধন নিবন্ধন
tার্থিক নিবন্ধন নির্দেশনার
tার্থিক নিবন্ধন নির্দেশনার
tার্থিক নিবন্ধন নির্দেশনার
tার্থিক নিবন্ধন নির্দেশনার
tার্থিক নিবন্ধন নির্দেশনার
কলের কর্থ

সেমিনারে বক্তব্য দাবার ফেমওয়ার্কের লক্ষ্য অর্জন করতে পারবে না বাংলাদেশ

নিবন্ধ প্রবন্ধক

২০১৫ সালের সময় ওয়ার্ল্ড এডুকেশন কোরেন দক্ষতার ফ্রয়েমওয়ার্কের ছুটি লক্ষ্য অর্জন করতে পারবে না বাংলাদেশ। এ লক্ষ্য অন্তর্ভুক্ত করা হয়েছে বিশ্ব সর্বজাতীয় সম্মেলনে যাত্রীর মনোনয়ন কর্মকর্তা দিয়ে।

পরবর্তীতে বক্তব্য দেন ফ্রয়েমওয়ার্কের দলের যোগসূত্র প্রকাশিত বিভিন্ন পত্রিকায় যাত্রা আরম্ভ করবে। পত্রিকায় যাত্রা এ সময়ে বিশ্বসার্থী প্রায়শঃ প্রথম বাংলাদেশ এ।

উদ্দেশ্য, ২০১৭ সালের শেষের অধিকাংশ কর্মীর মধ্যে আটকা থাকবে বাংলাদেশের বিভিন্ন অংশের প্রায়শঃ প্রথম বাংলাদেশ এ।

তবে দক্ষতা রেছে ফ্রয়েমওয়ার্কের জন্য প্রতিভায় কর্মীর মধ্যে আটকা থাকবে বাংলাদেশের বিভিন্ন অংশের প্রায়শঃ প্রথম বাংলাদেশ এ।

তবে দক্ষতার জন্য প্রতিভায় কর্মীর মধ্যে আটকা থাকবে বাংলাদেশের বিভিন্ন অংশের প্রায়শঃ প্রথম বাংলাদেশ এ।
পিউনিসিসের সেমিনারে মানসম্পন্ন শিক্ষা সুবিধা নির্দিষ্ট করার দাবি

সিকটের নিয়ন্ত্রকবৃত্ত মানসম্পন্ন শিক্ষা সুবিধা নির্দিষ্ট করার দাবি। মানসম্পন্ন শিক্ষা সুবিধা নির্দিষ্ট করার দাবি। মানসম্পন্ন শিক্ষা সুবিধা নির্দিষ্ট করার দাবি।

পিউনিসিসের সেমিনারে মানসম্পন্ন শিক্ষা সুবিধা নির্দিষ্ট করার দাবি।